
 

 

 

 

The Alumnus Association of 

IICMR serves to promote and 

foster mutually beneficial 

interaction between the alumni 

and the present students of the 

institute and between the alumni 

themselves. The Alumnus meet for 

2009 year was organized on 4th 

April 2009 at IICMR campus. The 

meet started at 6.30 in the 

evening. About 100 students were 

present from various batches from 

2005 to 2008. The meet was 

followed by a dinner. 

Highlights- Alumni meet 2009  

Alumni introduced themselves to 

the current batch students. Our 

alumni recalled some of the best 

days of their lives. They shared 

their views about faculty members. 

Reminiscing about their time in 

IICMR, they conversed about 

varied topics like their loved 

lecturers and the jokes that stood 

out during their time. Old bonds 

were re strengthened and it became a 

nostalgic evening. 

Mr. Amit Jadhav during his interaction 

with the current students said that he still 

remembers the innovative ways in which   

Java was taught by Prof. Arati 

Mhaisekar. The conceptual knowledge 

which they acquired during their studies 

in the institute will never be forgotten.  He 

added that there is a great share of all 

IICMR faculty members in his 

achievements.  The alumni interaction 

was followed by various entertainment 

programmes performed by alumni. 

 

 

 

 

 

When they asked to give messages to 

the current students, here’s what they 

had to say 
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Remember the past, plan for the future, but live for today 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Nitin Jenekar   of   2005-08 batch told the current 

students that they should not Count the years in 

their life, but they should count life in the years. 

Miss. Nazeeba Kazi that she still remembers her 

first day of the Institute and how much delighted 

she was on getting admitted in IICMR. She told all 

the 2nd year, 3rdyear students that they are really 

very lucky that to be a part of IICMR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top 10 companies visited this year till 
now  

1. Accenture 

2. IBM 

3 Zensar 

4. L & T InfoTech 

5. DELL 

6. Aftek Led 

7. Wipro 

8. Persistent System 

9. Hexaware 

10. Mastek 

 

 

                                         

 

 

 

 

 

These are the best days of your 
lives. Enjoy as much as you can… 
you are going to miss these days” 

 


